Introduction

x, y : alternatives x is at least as good as y iff the attributes supporting this proposition are "more important" than the attributes supporting the reverse conclusion 
Conjoint measurement framework (B. & Pirlot)
Additive value functions
Models using traces on levels (B. & Pirlot, )
F increasing (nondecreasing) in its first n arguments and decreasing (nonincreasing) in its last n arguments Models using traces on differences (B. & Pirlot, )
G increasing (nondecreasing) in all its arguments, possibly odd p i possibly skew symmetric 7
Motivation
Rough models
Outranking relations models using traces on differences
with rough traces on differences (B. & Pirlot, , ) the functions p i take a limited number of values Models using reference points models using traces on levels 
Primitives
: binary relation on X: "at least as good as" Marginal preference and independence
common levels on attributes other than J do not affect preference is independent if, for all J ⊆ N , J is independent Influential attribute attribute i ∈ N is influential for if there are x i , y i , z i , w i ∈ X i and a −i , b −i ∈ X −i such that: 
x y if the set of attributes on which x is "acceptable" is "more important" than the set of attributes for which y is acceptable Setting Preference models with a single reference point
Elementary properties
Lemma a RSRP has a unique representation in terms of the sets A i and the relation
is complete iff is complete 
Setting Models using traces on levels Traces on levels 
Properties of Traces
Properties [x y, z i
x y ⇔ z w and x y ⇔ z w Setting Models using traces on levels Axioms for complete traces
Setting
Models using traces on levels
in the class of all semiorders on X, AC 1, AC 2 and AC 3 are independent conditions
Numerical representation
Suppose that, for all i ∈ N , the set X i /∼ ± i is at most countably infinite. Then there are real-valued functions u i on X i and a real-valued function F on [
2 such that, for all x, y ∈ X:
where F is increasing in its first n arguments and decreasing in its last n arguments iff satisfies AC 1, AC 2 and AC 3 21 Setting Models using traces on levels
Weak orders
Lemma If is a weak order then conditions AC 1 i , AC 2 i and AC 3 i are equivalent
Let be a weak order on X such the set X/∼ is at most countably infinite Then there are real-valued functions u i on X i and a real-valued function U on n i=1 u i (X i ) such that, for all x, y ∈ X:
with U is nondecreasing in each of its arguments iff satisfies AC 1
Properties
Simple observation If is a RSRP, then, for all i ∈ N , the relation 
It is not true that y i Refined axioms 
Lemma
In the class of all semiorders on X, conditions AC 1 i , AC 2 i , AC 3 i , AC 1 * * , AC 2 * * , AC 3 * * , and AC 4 * * are independent
Result
Theorem is a RSRP iff it satisfies AC 1, AC 2, AC 3, AC 1 * * , AC 2 * * , AC 3 * * , and AC 4 * *
In the class of all semiorders on X, conditions AC 1 i , AC 2 i , AC 3 i , AC 1 * * , AC 2 * * , AC 3 * * , and AC 4 * * are independent Interpretation a RSRP is a model having complete traces on levels with rough traces AC 1 * * , AC 2 * * , AC 3 * * , and AC 4 * * characterize RSRP within the class of models having complete traces on levels Relation to concordance relations
concordance relations do not require that the relations 
Sugeno integral model
Background P a finite set ν a normalized capacity on 2
Let be a weak order on X such that X/∼ is at most countably infinite Then has a representation in the discrete Sugeno integral model iff it satisfies condition 2 * -graded
36
Models with a single reference point Sugeno integral
Result
Observation Condition 2 * -graded i is a weakening of AC 1 * i 
Results
Lemma
If a binary relation on X is a RMRP with reference points, it satisfies AC 1, AC 2 and AC 3, so that all relations ± i are weak orders Furthermore, for all i ∈ N , the weak order 
Result
Proposition is a RMRP iff it satisfies AC 1, AC 2, and AC 3 and all relations 
